Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE COMMENTARY:
The Intentional Walk
Watching the White Sox give Miguel Cabrera an intentional pass to load the bases to allow Ryan
Raburn to hit a grand slam; prompted this commentary.
Before 1920, a catcher could step outside of the catcher’s box to receive a pitcher’s intentional
ball. In lieu of changing the rule to make the intentional pass (“I.P.”) a balk, a compromise was
reached forcing the catcher to remain in the catcher’s box until the ball was pitched. I seem to
remember in the 50’s, after an apparent relaxing of the rule, the league told umps to clamp down
on catchers leaving the box early.
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In the spring issue of SABR’s Baseball Journal, Bill Deane reports on the eleven instances when
a batter swung and managed to put the ball in play. All but one occurred after the eighth inning.
The one that didn’t was Ty Cobb, tripling in two runs in 1907, before the catcher was forced to
remain in the catcher’s box.
As I did with “No Hitters” vs “The Cycle,” I want to compare this occurrence to others to test its
rarity. Fifteen players have hit four homeruns in a game, and like the I.P. ball in play; none
twice. This compares favorably to the eleven I.P. balls put in play. Four homer games and I.P.
balls in play have happened twice in the same year, only once. With each phenomenon, they
occurred in the month of May.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Undue Influence
Spouse

Appellee was a recent second wife of an old weakened bereaved husband. She managed his
affairs, apparently both before and after the alleged marriage and was found to have stood in a
fiduciary relationship to her husband. The Lower Court (says Shiawassee Circuit Court) decided
that the testimony, as to the issue of undue influence was equally divided and, therefore, the
Appellee sustained her burden of overcoming the presumption of undue influence and, therefore,
there was no undue influence. The marriage was also dubious in that the clergyman (if he
existed) provided a non-existent address and could not be located.
I believe that the proper result was reached in this matter, but I would have liked a tad more
discussion.
There are three answers to questions of fact that I would like to know:
1. What was the date of Will?
2. When did the Appellee’s fiduciary relationship begin?
3. Who filed the marriage license?
One question of fact I would like to have answered, but don’t need to have answered, is why was
this matter appealed from a Circuit Court or is this just an error?
Please recall that the Appellee, whom the court looked at as a spouse, found that the spouse was
burdened with the presumption of undue influence because of a fiduciary relationship. The
Court of Appeals correctly cites Karmey, 468 Mich 68 (2003) but leaves a good deal of
Karmey’s pertinence out of its decision. Karmey says:
“The influence of a husband or a wife over that person’s spouse could be great –
at times almost overwhelming – without being “undue.” Although we agree with
the standard for application of the presumption of undue influence established in
Kar, we hold that this presumption is not applicable to marriage. 1

1

To be clear, we hold that no presumption of undue influence arises by the fact of marriage. We do not exclude
the possibility that, under facts other than those presented in this particular case, a person might exercise undue
influence over a weakened or vulnerable spouse.
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In this case, the probate judge found that the proofs presented by the petitioners
did not raise a question of fact about whether the relationship between Abraham
and Margaret Karmey was a confidential or fiduciary relationship. The record
supports this finding. Further, the marriage relationship between Abraham and
Margaret Karmey was not shown by any factual allegations to be a relationship of
undue influence.
Because the presumption of undue influence is not applicable to marriage, that
portion of the Court of Appeals decision remanding this case for trial is reversed,
and the probate court’s grant of a directed verdict is affirmed. MCR”
What the Court of Appeals has done (without saying so) is seize upon the Karmey footnote and
breath life and strength into it. I believe we can infer this, but it is with respect that I say that
they should have said so. Without such a discussion, one might think that there is a conflict with
Karmey instead of a refinement and factual extension of Karmey.
If we knew the date of the Will, we could make an assessment as to whether the undue influence
predated the marriage. Hence, Karmey might not even apply. Even better, if the undue influence
existed before the marriage, could we then not have a distinction to Karmey as to something that
transcends the actual fact of marriage if it existed both before and after the marriage? Also, what
if the undue influence was the cause of the marriage? Then the Appellee would lose allowances,
as well as the beneficiary status. Although the license was recorded within 10 days, the doubtful
nature of the clergyman and his being missing might have violated MCL 551.104 which says, in
pertinent part:
“Duty of person officiating at marriage with respect to completion of certificate;
return of original license; record.
Sec. 4 It shall be the duty of the clergyman or magistrate officiating at a
marriage, to fill in the spaces of the certificate left blank for the attorney of the
time and place of marriage, the names and residences of 2 witnesses, and his own
signature in certification that the marriage has been performed by him and any
and all information required to be filled in the space left blank in the certificate
shall be typewritten or legibly printed. He shall separate the duplicate license and
certificate, and deliver the half part designated duplicate to 1 of the parties, so
joined in marriage, and within 10 days return the original to the county clerk
issuing the same. It shall be the duty of such clergyman or magistrate to keep an
accurate record of all marriages solemnized in a book used expressly for that
purpose.”
The Court of Appeals shows that the presumption of undue influence should be looked at
separate from the burden of proving undue influence. If the evidence proffered by the Appellant
was equal to that of the Appellee, who had the presumption of undue influence against her, then
the court is saying as a matter of law the Appellee could not have overcome her presumption.
The Lower Court had mixed the concepts.
I hope the Appellant lawyer goes into all the above at retrial.
I spoke with Doug Chalgian (prevailing counsel) after I wrote my draft; he answered two of my
three questions. He told me that the Will predated the marriage and the Appellee’s fiduciary
relationship began before the marriage. Both of these being true, I now have an understanding as
to why the Court of Appeals did not mention the lack of the spousal presumption of Karmey; all
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the operative facts creating the presumption of undue influence preceded the marriage. This isn’t
clear from the rendition of the facts and I hope my article helps clear the matter up for anyone
reading Mortimore in conjunction with Karmey. Doug also said this matter was appealed from
the Probate Court, not the Circuit Court.
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